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Abstract
We generalise the theory of Cuntz–Krieger families and graph algebras to the class of
finitely aligned k-graphs. This class contains in particular all row-ﬁnite k-graphs. The Cuntz–
Krieger relations for non-row-ﬁnite k-graphs look signiﬁcantly different from the usual ones,
and this substantially complicates the analysis of the graph algebra. We prove a gauge-
invariant uniqueness theorem and a Cuntz–Krieger uniqueness theorem for the C-algebras of
ﬁnitely aligned k-graphs.
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1. Introduction
It has been known for many years that the Cuntz–Krieger algebras of (0,1)-
matrices [3] can be viewed as the C-algebras of directed graphs [4]. More recently,
the construction has been extended to cover inﬁnite directed graphs [10,6] and
higher-rank analogues, known as k-graphs [9]. The resulting classes of graph algebras
contain many interesting examples, and have in particular provided a rich
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supply of models for the classiﬁcation theory of simple purely inﬁnite nuclear C-
algebras [15].
Graph algebras have now been associated to all inﬁnite graphs, and an elegant
structure theory relates the behaviour of loops in a graph to the properties of its
graph algebra. For k-graphs, the current state of affairs is less satisfactory. The
object of this paper is to associate graph algebras to a wide class of inﬁnite k-graphs,
and to prove versions of the gauge-invariant uniqueness theorem and the Cuntz–
Krieger uniqueness theorem for these graph algebras.
Before describing our approach, we recall how the theory of graph algebras
developed. A directed graph E consists of a countable vertex set E0; a countable edge
set E1; and range and source maps r; s : E1-E0: When each vertex receives at most
ﬁnitely many edges (E is row-finite) the graph algebra CðEÞ is the universal
C-algebra generated by mutually orthogonal projections fpv : vAE0g and partial
isometries fse : eAE1g satisfying sese ¼ psðeÞ for all eAE1 and
pv ¼
X
rðeÞ¼v
ses

e when r
1ðvÞ is nonempty: ð1:1Þ
When r1ðvÞ is inﬁnite, the sum on the right-hand side of (1.1) cannot converge
in a C-algebra, and hence the relation must be adjusted. The appropriate
adjustment was suggested by the analysis of the Toeplitz algebras of Hilbert
bimodules in [7]: impose relation (1.1) only where r1ðvÞ is ﬁnite, and add the
requirement that the se have orthogonal range projections dominated by prðeÞ
(which in the row-ﬁnite case follows from (1.1)). The resulting family of graph
algebras was studied in [6]. That these are the appropriate relations was
conﬁrmed when other authors with different points of view arrived at the same
conclusion [11,14].
The ﬁrst work on higher-rank graphs concerned row-ﬁnite k-graphs without
sources [9]. For directed graphs (that is, when k ¼ 1), there is a constructive
procedure for extending results to graphs with sources [2, Lemma 1.2]. However
when k41; there are many different kinds of sources, and there is as yet no
analogous procedure for dealing with them. In [13], we considered a class of row-
ﬁnite k-graphs which may have sources provided a local convexity condition is
satisﬁed. In [12], Raeburn and Sims studied inﬁnite k-graphs by viewing them as
product systems of graphs, as in [8], and applying the techniques of [5] to the
Toeplitz algebras of the associated product system of Hilbert bimodules. The
analysis in [12] led to two conclusions. First, it identiﬁed an extra Cuntz–Krieger
relation which is automatic for row-ﬁnite k-graphs, but is not in general. This extra
relation is needed to ensure that the algebras generated by Cuntz–Krieger families
are spanned by partial isometries of the usual form. Unfortunately, the new relation
can involve inﬁnite sums of projections (see [12, Remark 7.2]); the second conclusion
of [12] was that we should restrict attention to the finitely aligned k-graphs for which
the new relation is C-algebraic rather than spatial.
In this paper, we introduce Cuntz–Krieger relations which are appropriate for
arbitrary ﬁnitely aligned k-graphs. We do not assume that our k-graphs are locally
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convex or row-ﬁnite, and we do allow them to have sources. When k ¼ 1 or
the k-graph is row-ﬁnite and locally convex, our new Cuntz–Krieger relations
are equivalent to the usual ones. We show that for every ﬁnitely aligned k-graph L;
there is a family of nonzero partial isometries which satisﬁes the new relations,
and we deﬁne CðLÞ to be the universal C-algebra generated by such a family.
We then prove versions of the gauge-invariant uniqueness theorem and the
Cuntz–Krieger uniqueness theorem for CðLÞ: Our analysis is elementary in the
sense that we do not use groupoids, partial actions or Hilbert bimodules, though
we cheerfully acknowledge that we have gained insight from the models these
theories provide.
The results in this paper extend the existing theory of graph algebras in several
directions. Since 1-graphs are always ﬁnitely aligned, and our new relations are then
equivalent to the usual ones (Proposition B.1), our approach provides the ﬁrst
elementary analysis of the C-algebra of an arbitrary directed graph. Our results are
also new for ﬁnitely aligned k-graphs without sources; those interested primarily in
this situation may mentally replace all the symbols Lpn by Ln; and thereby avoid
several technical complications. Even for row-ﬁnite k-graphs we make signiﬁcant
improvements on the existing theory: for non-locally-convex row-ﬁnite k-graphs, our
Cuntz–Krieger families may have every vertex projection nonzero, unlike those in
[13] (see Example A.1).
In Section 2, we describe our new Cuntz–Krieger relations for a ﬁnitely aligned k-
graph L; deﬁne CðLÞ to be the universal C-algebra generated by a Cuntz–Krieger
family, and investigate some of its basic properties. We discuss a notion of boundary
paths which we use to construct a Cuntz–Krieger family in which every vertex
projection is nonzero.
The core in CðLÞ is the ﬁxed-point algebra CðLÞg for the gauge action g of Tk: In
Section 3, we show that the core is AF, and deduce that a homomorphism p of CðLÞ
which is nonzero at each vertex projection is injective on the core.
Our proof that CðLÞg is AF is quite different from the argument which we gave
for row-ﬁnite k-graphs in [13] in that we do not describe CðLÞg as a direct limit over
Nk: Instead, we describe CðLÞg as the increasing union of ﬁnite-dimensional
algebras indexed by ﬁnite sets of paths, and produce families of matrix units which
span these algebras. In addition to showing that CðLÞ is AF, this formulation is a
key ingredient in our proof of the Cuntz–Krieger uniqueness theorem. The
uniqueness theorems themselves are proved in Section 4.
We conclude with three appendices in which we discuss various aspects of
our new Cuntz–Krieger relations. In Appendix A, we explain our motivation for
introducing these new and apparently substantially different relations; we
describe examples illustrating the other possibilities we considered, and their
failings. In Appendix B, we show that for ordinary directed graphs (that
is, for k ¼ 1) and for locally convex row-ﬁnite k-graphs, our new Cuntz–Krieger
relations are equivalent to the usual ones. Appendix C gives an equivalent
formulation of our Cuntz–Krieger relations using only the edges in the 1-skeleton
of the k-graph.
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2. k-Graphs and Cuntz–Krieger families
We regard Nk as a semigroup with identity 0. For 1pipk; we write ei for the ith
generator of Nk; and for nANk we write ni for the ith coordinate of n: We usep for
the partial order on Nk given by mpn if mipni for all i: The expression mon means
mpn and man; and does not necessarily indicate that mioni for all i: For m; nANk;
we write m3n for their coordinate-wise maximum and m4n for their coordinate-
wise minimum.
A k-graph is a pair ðL; dÞ consisting of a countable small category L and a degree
functor d : L-Nk which satisfy the factorisation property: for every lAL and
m; nANk with dðlÞ ¼ m þ n there exist unique m; sAL such that dðmÞ ¼ m; dðsÞ ¼ n
and l ¼ ms:
Since we are regarding L as a type of graph, we refer to the morphisms of L as
paths and to the objects of L as vertices, and write s and r for the domain and
codomain maps. For a thorough introduction to the structure of k-graphs, see [13,
Section 2].
Notation 2.1. We use lower-case Greek letters to denote paths in k-graphs. However,
we reserve d for the Kronecker delta, and g for the gauge action (see Section 3).
Given k-graphs ðL; dLÞ and ðG; dGÞ; a graph morphism from L to G is a functor
x : L-G such that dGðxðlÞÞ ¼ dLðlÞ for all lAL: For nANk; Ln is the collection of
all paths of degree n; that is
Ln :¼ flAL : dðlÞ ¼ ng:
The factorisation property ensures that associated to each vertex vAObjðLÞ there
is a unique element of L0 whose range (and hence source) is v; we call this morphism
v as well, identifying ObjðLÞ with L0: For ECL and lAL; we deﬁne
lE :¼ flm : mAE; rðmÞ ¼ sðlÞg
and
El :¼ fml : mAE; sðmÞ ¼ rðlÞg:
Hence, for vAL0 and ECL; vE ¼ fmAE : rðmÞ ¼ vg and Ev ¼ fmAE : sðmÞ ¼ vg:
For nANk; we deﬁne
Lpn :¼ flAL : dðlÞpn; and dðlÞioni ) sðlÞLei ¼ |g:
For lAL and mpnpdðlÞ; the factorisation property gives unique paths l0ALm;
l00ALnm and l000ALdðlÞn such that l ¼ l0l00l000: We denote l00 by lðm; nÞ; so l0 ¼
lð0; mÞ and l000 ¼ lðn; dðlÞÞ: More generally, for all mpnANk; lðm; nÞ :¼
lðm4dðlÞ; n4dðlÞÞ:
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Deﬁnition 2.2. For l; mAL; we write
Lminðl; mÞ :¼ fða; bÞ : la ¼ mb; dðlaÞ ¼ dðlÞ3dðmÞg
for the collection of pairs which give minimal common extensions of l and m:
We say that L is finitely aligned if Lminðl; mÞ is ﬁnite (possibly empty) for all
l; mAL:
Remark 2.3. For l; mAL; the map, ða; bÞ/la is a bijection between Lminðl; mÞ and
the set MCEðl; mÞ deﬁned in [12, Deﬁnition 5.3]. Hence our deﬁnition of a ﬁnitely
aligned k-graph agrees with that of [12].
Deﬁnition 2.4. Let ðL; dÞ be a k-graph, let vAL0 and ECvL: We say that E is
exhaustive if for every mAvL there exists lAE such that Lminðl; mÞa|:
Deﬁnition 2.5. Let ðL; dÞ be a ﬁnitely aligned k-graph. A Cuntz–Krieger L-family is a
collection ftl : lALg of partial isometries in a C-algebra satisfying
(i) ftv : vAL0g is a collection of mutually orthogonal projections;
(ii) tltm ¼ tlm whenever sðlÞ ¼ rðmÞ;
(iii) tltm ¼
P
ða;bÞALminðl;mÞtat

b for all l; mAL; and
(iv)
Q
lAEðtv  tltlÞ ¼ 0 for all vAL0 and ﬁnite exhaustive ECvL:
Remark 2.6. A number of aspects of these Cuntz–Krieger relations are worth
commenting on.
* As seen in [12], the restriction to ﬁnitely aligned k-graphs is necessary for the sum
in relation (iii) to make sense.
* Relation (iii) implies that tltl ¼ tsðlÞ; and that tltm ¼ 0 if Lminðl; mÞ ¼ |:
* Relations (iii) and (iv) have been signiﬁcantly changed from their usual form (see
[2, Section 1, 13, Deﬁnition 3.3]), and we feel they require explanation. The short
explanation is that they are the right relations for generating tractable Cuntz–
Krieger algebras for which a homomorphism is injective on the core if and only if
it is nonzero at each vertex projection (Theorem 3.1). A much more detailed
explanation is contained in Appendix A.
* In Appendix B, we prove that for 1-graphs and for locally convex row-ﬁnite k-
graphs, our relations are equivalent to those set forth in [6,13] respectively.
* Previous treatments of k-graph C-algebras have shown that the Cuntz–Krieger
relations can be formulated in terms of the 1-skeleton of L; that is in terms of
vertices and paths of degree ei: We show in Appendix C that the same is true for
our relations.
Given a ﬁnitely aligned k-graph ðL; dÞ; there exists a C-algebra CðLÞ generated
by a Cuntz–Krieger L-family fsl : lALg which is universal in the following sense:
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given a Cuntz–Krieger L-family ftl : lALg; there exists a unique homomorphism pt
of CðLÞ such that ptðslÞ ¼ tl for all lAL:
The following lemma sets forth some useful consequences of Deﬁnition 2.5(i)–(iii).
Lemma 2.7. Let ðL; dÞ be a finitely aligned k-graph and let ftl : lALg be a family of
partial isometries satisfying Definition 2.5(i)–(iii). Then
(i) tlt

ltmt

m ¼
P
ða;bÞALminðl;mÞtlat

la for all l; mAL: In particular, ftltl : lALg is a
family of commuting projections.
(ii) For l; mALpn; we have tltm ¼ dl;mtsðlÞ:
(iii) If ECvLpn is finite, then tvX
P
lAEtlt

l:
(iv) Cðftl : lALgÞ ¼ spanftltm : l; mALg ¼ spanftltm : l; mAL; sðlÞ ¼ sðmÞg:
Proof. Part (i) is obtained by multiplying both sides of the equation in Deﬁnition
2.5(iii) on the left by tl and on the right by t

m:
For (ii), suppose that tltma0: Then Deﬁnition 2.5(iii) ensures that there exists
ða; bÞALminðl; mÞ; so la ¼ mb and dðlaÞpn: Since l; mALpn; it follows that a ¼ b ¼
sðlÞ; so l ¼ m:
For (iii), note that if l; mAE and lam; then tltltmt

m ¼ 0 by (ii), and tvtltl ¼ tltl for
all lAE by Deﬁnition 2.5(ii).
For part (iv), note that spanftltm : l; mALg is clearly closed under adjoints
and contains ftl : lALg: Furthermore, spanftl : lALg is closed under multi-
plication by Deﬁnition 2.5(iii). To see that spanftltm : l; mALg ¼ spanftltm :
l; mAL; sðlÞ ¼ sðmÞg; note that if sðlÞasðmÞ then tltm ¼ tltsðlÞtsðmÞtm ¼ 0 by
Deﬁnition 2.5(i). &
We deﬁne our prototypical Cuntz–Krieger L-family using a boundary-path space
associated to L: For mAðN,fNgÞk; recall from [13, Examples 2.2(ii)] the deﬁnition
of the k-graph Ok;m
ObjðOk;mÞ ¼ fpANk : ppmg;
HomðOk;mÞ ¼ fðp; qÞAObjðOk;mÞ ObjðOk;mÞ : ppqg;
rðp; qÞ ¼ p; sðp; qÞ ¼ q; dðp; qÞ ¼ q  p:
If x : Ok;m-L is a graph morphism and lAL with sðlÞ ¼ xð0Þ; then there is a
unique graph morphism lx : Ok;mþdðlÞ-L such that ðlxÞð0; dðlÞÞ ¼ l; and
ðlxÞðdðlÞ; nÞ ¼ xð0; n  dðlÞÞ for all nXdðlÞ: If x : Ok;m-L is a graph morphism
and nANk with npm; then there is a unique graph morphism xðn; mÞ: Ok;mn-L
such that ðxðn; mÞÞð0; lÞ ¼ xðn; n þ lÞ for all lANk: Notice that these two construc-
tions are inverse in the sense that ðlxÞðdðlÞ; dðlxÞÞ and xð0; nÞxðn; mÞ are both
equal to x:
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Deﬁnition 2.8. Let ðL; dÞ be a k-graph, let mA ðN,fNgÞk; and let x : Ok;m-L be a
graph morphism. We call x a boundary path if there exists nxANk such that nxpm
and
nANk; nxpnpm and ni ¼ mi imply that xðnÞLei ¼ |: ð2:1Þ
We extend the range and degree maps to boundary paths x : Ok;m-L by setting
rðxÞ :¼ xð0Þ and dðxÞ :¼ m: We write LpN for the collection of all boundary paths of
L; and vLpN for fxALpN : rðxÞ ¼ vg:
Remark 2.9. If L has no sources, then the boundary path space LpN is the usual
inﬁnite path space LN of [9, Deﬁnitions 2.1] consisting of all graph morphisms
x : Ok;ðN;y;NÞ-L:
Lemma 2.10. Let ðL; dÞ be a k-graph, and let xALpN:
(i) If lAL with sðlÞ ¼ rðxÞ; then lxALpN:
(ii) If nANk with npdðxÞ; then xðn; dðxÞÞALpN:
Proof. We need only show that there exist nlx and nxðn;dðxÞÞ satisfying (2.1). This
works with nlx :¼ nx þ dðlÞ and nxðn;dðxÞÞ :¼ ðnx  nÞ30: &
Lemma 2.11. Let ðL; dÞ be a k-graph. Then vLpN is nonempty for all vAL0:
Proof. For iAN write ½i for the element of f1;y; kg which is congruent to
i ðmod kÞ: Fix vAL0: Construct a sequence of paths with range v as follows: l0 :¼ v;
and given li1;
li :¼ li1n for some nAsðli1ÞLpe½i ;
so at the ith step, we append a segment of degree e½i if possible, and append nothing
otherwise.
Deﬁne m :¼ limi-N dðliÞAðN,fNgÞk: Then there is a unique graph morphism
x : Ok;m-L such that xð0; dðliÞÞ ¼ li for all iAN: To show that x is a boundary
path, we need only produce nxANk with nxpm which satisﬁes (2.1).
For each jAf1;y; kg such that sðli1ÞLej ¼ | for some i; let
iðjÞ :¼ minfiAN : ½i ¼ j and sðli1ÞLej ¼ |g:
Let I :¼ maxfið jÞ : mjoNg; and let nx :¼ dðlIÞ:
Suppose that nANk with nxpnpm; and that nj ¼ mj: Then mjoN so iðjÞ is
deﬁned and IXiðjÞ by deﬁnition. Since nXnx ¼ dðlI Þ; it follows that nXdðliðjÞ1Þ:
But sðliðjÞ1ÞLej ¼ |; which implies xðnÞLej ¼ | by the factorisation property. &
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Proposition 2.12. Let ðL; dÞ be a finitely aligned k-graph. For lAL; define
Slex :¼
elx if sðlÞ ¼ rðxÞ;
0 otherwise:

Then fSl : lALg is a Cuntz–Krieger L-family on l2ðLpNÞ called the boundary-path
representation. Furthermore, every Sv is nonzero.
Proof. It follows from Lemma 2.11 that each Sv is nonzero.
A simple calculation using inner products in l2ðLpNÞ shows that
Slex ¼
exðdðlÞ;dðxÞÞ if xð0; dðlÞÞ ¼ l;
0 otherwise:

We need to check (i)–(iv) of Deﬁnition 2.5.
Relation (i) holds since Sv is the projection onto spanfex : xAvLpNg:
Checking (ii) amounts to showing that the boundary path lðmxÞ is equal to
the boundary path ðlmÞx: This follows from associativity of composition in the
category L:
Relation (iii) follows from a simple calculation involving inner products (see
[12, Example 7.4]).
To check that (iv) holds, let ECvL be ﬁnite and exhaustive and let xAvLpN: It
sufﬁces to show that
Q
lAEðSv  SlSlÞex ¼ 0: Let
N :¼
_
lAE
dðlÞ
 !
3nx;
in particular, NXnx so (2.1) implies that xðNÞLej ¼ | whenever mjoN: Since
E is exhaustive, there exists lxAE such that Lminðxð0; NÞ; lxÞa|; let
ða; bÞALminðxð0; NÞ; lxÞ: We claim that a ¼ xðNÞ: Suppose for contradiction
dðaÞi40 for some i: Then dðxð0; NÞÞiodðlxÞi: But NiXdðlxÞi by deﬁnition, and
hence we must have dðxÞioNi; so mioN: Hence xðNÞLei ¼ | contradicting
dðaÞi40: This establishes the claim, giving xð0; NÞ ¼ lxb; and hence xð0; dðlxÞÞ ¼
lx: But then
Y
lAE
ðSv  SlSlÞ
 !
ex ¼
Y
lAE\flxg
ðSv  SlSlÞ
0
@
1
AðSv  Slx SlxÞex ¼ 0
because Svex ¼ ex ¼ Slx Slx ex: &
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3. Analysis of the core
Given a ﬁnitely aligned k-graph ðL; dÞ; there is a strongly continuous gauge action
g : Tk-AutðCðLÞÞ determined by gzðslÞ ¼ zdðlÞsl where zm ¼ zm11 ?zmkk AT: The
ﬁxed-point algebra CðLÞg is equal to spanfslsm : dðlÞ ¼ dðmÞg and is called the core
of CðLÞ:
Theorem 3.1. Let ðL; dÞ be a finitely aligned k-graph. Then CðLÞg is AF. If ftl :
lALg is a Cuntz–Krieger L-family with tva0 for all vAL0; then the homomorphism pt
of CðLÞ such that ptðslÞ ¼ tl is injective on CðLÞg:
The remainder of this section is devoted to proving Theorem 3.1. We therefore ﬁx
a ﬁnitely aligned k-graph ðL; dÞ and a Cuntz–Krieger L-family ftl : lALg: We also
ﬁx a ﬁnite set ECL: We want to identify a ﬁnite set PE containing E such that
span fslsm : l; mAPE; dðlÞ ¼ dðmÞg
is closed under multiplication, and hence is a ﬁnite-dimensional subalgebra of
CðLÞg: The next lemma implies that such sets exist.
Lemma 3.2. There exists a finite set FCL which contains E and satisfies
l; m; s; tAF ; dðlÞ ¼ dðmÞ; dðsÞ ¼ dðtÞ; sðlÞ ¼ sðmÞ
and
sðsÞ ¼ sðtÞ imply fla; tb : ða; bÞALminðm; sÞgCF : ð3:1Þ
Moreover, for any finite F which contains E and satisfies (3.1),
MtF :¼ spanftltm : l; mAF ; dðlÞ ¼ dðmÞg
is a finite-dimensional C-subalgebra of Cðftltm : dðlÞ ¼ dðmÞgÞ:
Before proving Lemma 3.2, we recall from [12, Deﬁnition 8.3] that for FCL;
MCEðFÞ :¼ lAL : dðlÞ ¼
_
aAF
dðaÞ and lð0; dðaÞÞ ¼ a for all aAF
( )
and that 3F :¼ SGCF MCEðGÞ: Lemma 8.4 of [12] shows that 3F contains F ; is
ﬁnite whenever F is, and is closed under taking minimal common extensions.
Proof of Lemma 3.2. To begin with, notice that (3.1) is equivalent to
l; m; sAF ; dðlÞ ¼ dðmÞ; sðlÞ ¼ sðmÞ and ða; bÞALminðm; sÞ imply laAF :
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Let N :¼ WlAE dðlÞ: Let E0 :¼ E; and let
E1 :¼fl1ð0; dðl1ÞÞl2ðdðl1Þ; dðl2ÞÞ?ljðdðlj1Þ; dðljÞÞ : llA3E0;
dðllÞpdðllþ1Þ; sðllÞ ¼ tðllþ1ðdðllÞ; dðllþ1ÞÞÞ for 1plpjg:
The set E1 is ﬁnite because 3E0 is ﬁnite. Furthermore E1 contains E ¼ E0 by
deﬁnition. Suppose that lAE1: Then dðlÞ ¼ dðljÞ for some ljA3E0; so dðlÞpN: If
l; m; sAE0 with dðlÞ ¼ dðmÞ and sðlÞ ¼ sðmÞ; and if ða; bÞALminðm; sÞ; then
l; maA3E0 and hence laAE1:
Iteratively construct sets EiCL; iX2 by
Ei :¼fl1ð0; dðl1ÞÞ?ljðdðlj1Þ; dðljÞÞ : llA3Ei1;
dðllÞpdðllþ1Þ; sðllÞ ¼ rðllþ1ðdðllÞ; dðllþ1ÞÞÞ for 1plpjg:
We claim that for all iX2;
(a) Ei is ﬁnite,
(b) Ei1CEi;
(c) dðlÞpN for all lAEi;
(d) if l; m; sAEi1 satisfy dðlÞ ¼ dðmÞ; sðlÞ ¼ sðmÞ; and if ða; bÞALminðm;sÞ; then
laAEi; and
(e) If Ei1aEi; then minlAEi\Ei1 jdðlÞj4minmAEi1\Ei2 jdðmÞj:
Once we have established (a)–(e), conditions (b), (c) and (e) combine to ensure that
EjNjþ1 ¼ EjNj: With F :¼ EjNj; it then follows that ECF by (b), F is ﬁnite by (a), and
F satisﬁes (3.1) by (d).
Let hX1 and suppose that (a)–(d) hold for i ¼ h: We will show that (a)–(d) hold
for i ¼ h þ 1: Since we have already established (a)–(d) for i ¼ 1; (a)–(d) will then
follow for all iX1 by induction. We have Ehþ1 ﬁnite because L is ﬁnitely aligned and
Eh is ﬁnite, giving (a). The inclusion EhC3EhCEhþ1 gives (b). If lAEhþ1; then
dðlÞ ¼ dðljÞ for some ljA3Eh; so dðlÞpN by deﬁnition of 3Eh; and by (c) for
i ¼ h: Now suppose that l; m; s and ða; bÞ are as in (d) for i ¼ h þ 1: Then maA3Eh;
and la ¼ lð0; dðlÞÞðmaÞðdðmÞ; dðmaÞÞAEhþ1; giving (d) for i ¼ h þ 1:
To establish (e), suppose that iX2 and lAEi\Ei1: Then
l ¼ l1ð0; dðl1ÞÞ?ljðdðlj1Þ; dðljÞÞ;
where each llA3Ei1: If every llAEi1; then each ll may be written as
ll ¼ ll;1ð0; dðll;1ÞÞ?ll;hl ðdðll;hl1Þ; dðll;hl ÞÞ;
where each ll;mA3Ei2; and then
l ¼ l1;1ð0; dðl1;1ÞÞl1;2ðdðl1;1Þ; dðl1;2ÞÞ?lj;hj ðdðlj;hj1Þ; dðlj;hj ÞÞ
belongs to Ei1 contradicting lAEi\Ei1: Hence there must be some l such that
llAð3Ei1Þ\Ei1: By deﬁnition of 3Ei1; there exists GCEi1 such that
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llAMCEðGÞ: Furthermore, dðllÞ4dðsÞ for all sAG; for if not we have llAGCEi1:
If GCEi2; then llAEi1; so there exists sAðG\Ei2ÞCðEi1\Ei2Þ: Hence
jdðlÞjXjdðllÞj4jdðsÞjXminmAEi1\Ei2 jdðmÞj; proving the claim.
Now suppose that F is any ﬁnite set containing E and satisfying (3.1).
Then MtF is a ﬁnite-dimensional subspace of C
ðLÞg which is closed under taking
adjoints.
Hence we need only check that MtF is closed under multiplication. But if tlt

m and
tst

t are generators of M
t
F ; then l; m; s; t are as in (3.1). Since
tlt

mtst

t ¼
X
ða;bÞALminðm;sÞ
tlat

tb
and since each la and each tb belong to F by (3.1), it follows that tltmtst

tAM
t
F : &
The intersection of a family of sets satisfying (3.1) also satisﬁes (3.1), so we can
make the following deﬁnition.
Deﬁnition 3.3. For any L and E; we deﬁne PE to be the smallest set containing E
which satisﬁes (3.1); that is
PE :¼
\
fFCL : ECF and F satisfies ð3:1Þg:
Remark 3.4. The following consequences of Lemma 3.2 will prove useful:
(i) PE is ﬁnite.
(ii) For r; xAPE with dðrÞ ¼ dðxÞ and sðrÞ ¼ sðxÞ; and for all nAsðrÞL;
rnAPE if and only if xnAPE :
the ‘‘if’’ direction follows from (3.1) with l ¼ r; m ¼ x; and s ¼ t ¼ xn; and the
‘‘only if’’ direction follows from (3.1) l ¼ m ¼ rn; s ¼ r; and t ¼ x:
(iii) If r; xAPE and ða; bÞALminðr; xÞ; then (3.1) with l ¼ m ¼ r and s ¼ t ¼ x gives
ra ¼ xbAPE; that is to say, PE is closed under taking minimal common
extensions, so PE ¼ 3ðPEÞ:
The next step is to ﬁnd a family of matrix units for MtPE : The trick is ﬁrst
to express each tv as a sum of orthogonalised range projections associated to paths
in PE:
Proposition 3.5. For each lAPE; define
QðtÞPEl :¼ tltl
Y
lnAPE
dðnÞ40
ðtltl  tlntlnÞ:
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Then fQðtÞPEl : lAPEg is a family of mutually orthogonal projections such thatY
lAvPE
ðtv  tltlÞ þ
X
mAvPE
QðtÞPEm ¼ tv ð3:2Þ
for all vArðPEÞ:
Proof. Fix vArðPEÞ: Any GCL satisﬁes (3.1) if and only if G,fvg satisﬁes (3.1).
Hence, by Deﬁnition 3.3, ðPEÞ,fvg ¼ PðE,fvg).
If vAPE; then
Q
lAvPEðtv  tltlÞ ¼ 0; so setting F :¼ vPE; the left-hand side of
(3.2) is equal to
P
lAF QðtÞFl :
On the other hand, if vePE; then with F :¼ vððPEÞ,fvgÞ; we have
QðtÞFl ¼ QðtÞðPEÞ,fvgl ¼ QðtÞPEl
for all lAvðPEÞ: Furthermore,
QðtÞFv ¼
Y
lAvPE
ðtv  tltlÞ:
So the left-hand side of (3.2) is once again equal to
P
lAF QðtÞFl :
In either case, F ¼ 3F and lAF ) rðlÞAF : Under the identiﬁcation of ﬁnitely
aligned product systems of graphs over Nk with ﬁnitely aligned k-graphs (see [12,
Example 3.5]), the proof of [12, Proposition 8.6] with its ﬁrst sentence removed now
proves our result. &
Remark 3.6. For lAPE; we have
QðtÞPEl ¼ tltl
Y
lnAPE
dðnÞ40
ðtlðtsðlÞ  tntnÞtlÞ
¼ tl
Y
lnAPE
dðnÞ40
ðtsðlÞ  tntnÞ
0
BB@
1
CCAtl ð3:3Þ
because tltl ¼ tsðlÞ:
Corollary 3.7. Let mAPE: Then tmtm ¼
P
mnAPE QðtÞPEmn :
Proof. First notice that
tmt

m ¼ tmtmtrðmÞ ¼ tmtm
Y
lArðmÞPE
ðtrðmÞ  tltlÞ þ
X
sArðmÞPE
QðtÞPEs
0
@
1
A
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by Proposition 3.5. By deﬁnition of QðtÞPEmn ; we have tmtmXQðtÞPEmn for all n; so it
sufﬁces to show that
(i) tmt

m
Q
lArðmÞPEðtrðmÞ  tltlÞ ¼ 0; and
(ii) for sAPE with sð0; dðmÞÞam; we have tmtmQðtÞPEs ¼ 0:
Claim (i) is straightforward because mArðmÞPE; and hence
tmt

m
Y
lArðmÞPE
ðtrðmÞ  tltlÞptmtmðtrðmÞ  tmtmÞ ¼ 0:
It remains to prove Claim (ii). But for s as in Claim (ii), ða; bÞALminðm; sÞ implies
dðbÞ40; and the deﬁnition of PE ensures that sbAPE: Hence
tmt

mQðtÞPEs
¼ tmtmtsts
Y
snAPE
dðnÞ40
ðtsts  tsntsnÞ
¼
X
ða;bÞALminðm;sÞ
tsbt

sb
0
@
1
A Y
snAPE
dðnÞ40
ðtsts  tsntsnÞ
0
BB@
1
CCA
¼
X
ða;bÞALminðm;sÞ
tsbt

sbðtsts  tsbtsbÞ
Y
snAPE\fsbg
dðnÞ40
ðtsts  tsntsnÞ
0
BB@
1
CCA
¼ 0
establishing Claim (ii). &
Deﬁnition 3.8. For l; mAPE with dðlÞ ¼ dðmÞ and sðlÞ ¼ sðmÞ; deﬁne YðtÞPEl;m :¼
QðtÞPEl tltm:
Proposition 3.9. The set
fYðtÞPEl;m : l; mAPE; dðlÞ ¼ dðmÞ; sðlÞ ¼ sðmÞg
is a collection of partial isometries which span MtPE and satisfy
(i) ðYðtÞPEl;m Þ ¼ YðtÞPEm;l ; and
(ii) YðtÞPEl;m YðtÞPEs;t ¼ dm;sYðtÞPEl;t :
To prove Proposition 3.9 we need to establish two lemmas.
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Lemma 3.10. Let l; mAPE with dðlÞ ¼ dðmÞ and sðlÞ ¼ sðmÞ: Then
YðtÞPEl;m ¼ tl
Y
lnAPE
dðnÞ40
ðtsðlÞ  tntnÞ
0
BB@
1
CCAtm ¼ tltmQðtÞPEm :
Proof. We begin by calculating
YðtÞPEl;m ¼QðtÞPEl tltm
¼ tl
Y
lnAPE
dðnÞ40
ðtsðlÞ  tntnÞ
0
BB@
1
CCAtltltm by ð3:3Þ
¼ tl
Y
lnAPE
dðnÞ40
ðtsðlÞ  tntnÞ
0
BB@
1
CCAtm; ð3:4Þ
which establishes the ﬁrst equality. For the second equality, we continue the
calculation as follows:
YðtÞPEl;m ¼ tl
Y
lnAPE
dðnÞ40
ðtsðlÞ  tntnÞ
0
BB@
1
CCAtm by ð3:4Þ
¼ tl
Y
mnAPE
dðnÞ40
ðtsðlÞ  tntnÞ
0
BB@
1
CCAtm by Remark 3:4ðiiÞ
¼ tltm tm
Y
mnAPE
dðnÞ40
ðtsðlÞ  tntnÞtm
0
BB@
1
CCA
¼ tltmQðtÞPEm by ð3:3Þ: &
Lemma 3.11. Let l; mAPE with dðlÞ ¼ dðmÞ and sðlÞ ¼ sðmÞ: Then
tlt

m ¼
X
lnAPE
YðtÞPEln;mn:
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Proof. Just calculate
tlt

m ¼ tltmtmtm
¼ tltm
X
mnAPE
QðtÞPEmn
 !
by Corollary 3:7
¼
X
mnAPE
tlt

mtmn
Y
mnn0APE
dðn0Þ40
ðtsðnÞ  tn0 tn0 Þtmn
0
BB@
1
CCA
0
BB@
1
CCA by ð3:3Þ
¼
X
lnAPE
tln
Y
lnn0APE
dðn0Þ40
ðtsðnÞ  tn0 tn0 Þ
0
BB@
1
CCAtmn
0
BB@
1
CCA
by two applications of Remark 3.4(ii)
¼
X
lnAPE
YðtÞPEln;mn by Lemma 3:10: &
Proof of Proposition 3.9. The YðtÞPEl;m are clearly partial isometries. It follows from
Lemma 3.11 that they span MtPE : It remains to show that the YðtÞPEl;m satisfy (i)
and (ii).
Let l; mAPE with dðlÞ ¼ dðmÞ and sðlÞ ¼ sðmÞ: Since the QðtÞPEl are projections
by Proposition 3.5, we can and use Lemma 3.10 to calculate
ðYðtÞPEl;m Þ ¼ ðQðtÞPEl tltmÞ ¼ tmtlQðtÞPEl ¼ YðtÞPEm;l :
Furthermore, if s; t also belong to PE with dðsÞ ¼ dðtÞ and sðsÞ ¼ sðtÞ; then
YðtÞPEl;m YðtÞPEs;t ¼ tltmQðtÞPEm QðtÞPEs tstt by Lemma 3:10
¼ dm;stltmQðtÞPEm tmtt by Proposition 3:5
¼ dm;sQðtÞPEl tltmtmtt by Lemma 3:10
¼ dm;sQðtÞPEl tltt since sðlÞ ¼ sðmÞ
¼ dm;sYðtÞPEl;t : &
We now need to say which pairs l; m satisfy YðtÞPEl;ma0:
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Notation 3.12. For l; mAPE with sðlÞ ¼ sðmÞ ¼ v and dðlÞ ¼ dðmÞ ¼ n; Remark
3.4(ii) ensures that
fnAvL : dðnÞ40; lnAPEg ¼ fnAvL : dðnÞ40; mnAPEg:
We denote this set by TPEðn; vÞ: For convenience, for lAPE; we write TðlÞ for
TPEðdðlÞ; sðlÞÞ:
Proposition 3.13. Suppose that tva0 for all vAL0: Then
YðtÞPEl;m ¼ 0 if and only if TðlÞ is exhaustive:
To prove Proposition 3.13, we need a deﬁnition and two lemmas.
Deﬁnition 3.14. For each nANk and vAL0 with TPEðn; vÞ nonexhaustive, ﬁx
xPEðn; vÞAvL such that LminðxPEðn; vÞ; nÞ ¼ | for all nATPEðn; vÞ: Again for
convenience, we will write xl in place of x
PEðdðlÞ; sðlÞÞ for lAPE:
Lemma 3.15. For each lAPE such that TðlÞ is not exhaustive, tlxltlxlpQðtÞ
PE
l :
Proof. Set x ¼ xl; and calculate
tlxt

lxQðtÞPEl ¼ tlxtlxtltl
Y
lnAPE
dðnÞ40
ðtltl  tlntlnÞ
¼
Y
lnAPE
dðnÞ40
ðtlxtlxðtltl  tlntlnÞÞ
¼
Y
lnAPE
dðnÞ40
tlxt

lx 
X
ða;bÞALminðlx;lnÞ
tlnbt

lnb
0
@
1
A
¼
Y
lnAPE
dðnÞ40
tlxt

lx
since each Lminðlx; lnÞ ¼ Lminðx; nÞ ¼ |
by choice of x ¼ xl
¼ tlxtlx: &
Lemma 3.16. Let lAPE and suppose that TðlÞ is not exhaustive. Let s; tAPE with
dðsÞ ¼ dðtÞ and sðsÞ ¼ sðtÞ: Then
tlxl t

lxl
YðtÞPEs;t ¼ dl;stlxlttxl :
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Proof. Set x ¼ xl and calculate
tlxt

lxYðtÞPEs;t ¼ tlxtlxQðtÞPEs tstt
¼ tlxtlxQðtÞPEl QðtÞPEs tstt by Lemma 3:15
¼ dl;stlxtlxQðtÞPEl tltt by Proposition 3:5
¼ dl;stlxttx by Lemma 3:15: &
Proof of Proposition 3.13. For the ‘‘if ’’ direction, note that TðlÞ is certainly ﬁnite
and if it is also exhaustive then
YðtÞPEl;m ¼ tl
Y
nATðlÞ
ðtsðlÞ  tntnÞ
0
@
1
Atm ¼ 0
by Deﬁnition 2.5(iv). For the ‘‘only if ’’ direction, suppose that l; mAPE with dðlÞ ¼
dðmÞ and sðlÞ ¼ sðmÞ; and suppose that TðlÞ is not exhaustive. Then Lemma 3.16
ensures that
tlxl t

lxl
YðtÞPEl;m ¼ tlxltmxl ;
which is nonzero because each tva0: Hence YðtÞPEl;ma0: &
Corollary 3.17. Suppose that tva0 for all vAL0: Suppose l; mAPE with dðlÞ ¼ dðmÞ
and sðlÞ ¼ sðmÞ: Then YðtÞPEl;m ¼ 0 if and only if YðsÞPEl;m ¼ 0:
Proof. We know from the boundary path representation that each sv is nonzero. The
result then follows from Proposition 3.13 applied to both fslg and ftlg: &
Proof of Theorem 3.1. Since
CðLÞg ¼ spanfslsm : l; mAL; dðlÞ ¼ dðmÞg;
we have
CðLÞg ¼
[
ECL finite
MsPE :
Since each MsPE is ﬁnite-dimensional, it follows that C
ðLÞg is AF. Furthermore,
since ptðYðsÞPEl;m Þ ¼ YðtÞPEl;m for all ﬁnite ECL and YðtÞPEl;mAMtPE ; Corollary 3.17
ensures that pt maps nonzero matrix units YðsÞPEl;m to nonzero matrix units YðtÞPEl;m ;
and hence is faithful on each MsPE : The result now follows from [1, Lemma 1.3]. &
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4. The uniqueness theorems
Write F for the linear map from CðLÞ to CðLÞg obtained by averaging over the
gauge action; that is, FðaÞ :¼ R
Tk
gzðaÞ dz: The map F is faithful on positive elements
and satisﬁes FðslsmÞ ¼ ddðlÞ;dðmÞslsm:
Proposition 4.1. Let ðL; dÞ be a finitely aligned k-graph. Suppose that p is a
homomorphism of CðLÞ such that pðsvÞa0 for all vAL0 and
jjpðFðaÞÞjjpjjpðaÞjj for all aACðLÞ: ð4:1Þ
Then p is injective.
Proof. Eq. (4.1), Theorem 3.1, and the properties of F show that pðaaÞ ¼
0 ) aa ¼ 0: &
4.1. The gauge-invariant uniqueness theorem
Theorem 4.2. Let ðL; dÞ be a finitely aligned k-graph, and let p be a homomorphism of
CðLÞ: Suppose that there is a strongly continuous action
y :Tk-AutðCðfpðslÞ : lALgÞÞ such that yz3p ¼ p3gz for all zATk: If pðsvÞa0 for
all vAL0; then p is injective.
Proof. Averaging over y is norm-decreasing and implements pðaÞ/pðFðaÞÞ: Hence
Eq. (4.1) holds, and the result follows from Proposition 4.1. &
Corollary 4.3. (The gauge-invariant uniqueness theorem). Let ðL; dÞ be a finitely
aligned k-graph. There exists a Cuntz–Krieger L-family ftl : lALg such that tva0 for
every vAL0; and such that there exists a strongly continuous action
y :Tk-AutðCðftl : lALgÞÞ satisfying yzðtlÞ ¼ zdðlÞtl for all lAL: Furthermore,
any two such families generate canonically isomorphic C-algebras.
Proof. Proposition 2.12 shows that there is a Cuntz–Krieger L-family consisting of
nonzero partial isometries. It follows that each svACðLÞ is nonzero, so tl :¼ sl and
y :¼ g gives existence. The last statement follows from Theorem 4.2. &
Recall from [9] that if ðL1; d1Þ is a k1-graph and ðL2; d2Þ is a k2-graph, then the pair
ðL1  L2; d1  d2Þ is a ðk1 þ k2Þ-graph. It is easy to check that if L1 and L2 are
ﬁnitely aligned, then so is L1  L2:
Corollary 4.4. Let L1 be finitely aligned k1-graph and let L2 be a finitely aligned k2-
graph. Then CðL1  L2Þ is canonically isomorphic to CðL1Þ#CðL2Þ:
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Proof. Implicit in the statement of the corollary is that all tensor products of CðL1Þ
and CðL2Þ coincide. The bilinearity of tensor products ensures that
fsl1#sl2 : ðl1; l2ÞAL1  L2g is a Cuntz–Krieger ðL1  L2Þ-family regardless of the
tensor product in question. Separate arguments for the spatial tensor product and
the universal tensor product show that for either one, the formula
yzðsl1#sl2Þ :¼ ðzdðl1Þ11 ?z
dðl1Þk1
k1
z
dðl2Þ1
k1þ1 ?z
dðl2Þk2
k1þk2 Þsl1#sl2
extends to a strongly continuous action y of Tk1þk2 on Cðfsl1#sl2 : ðl1; l2ÞAL1 
L2gÞ which is equivariant with the gauge action on CðL1  L2Þ: The vertex
projections sv1#sv2 ; are all nonzero because each sv1 is nonzero and each sv2 is
nonzero. Corollary 4.3 shows that the two tensor products coincide, and Theorem
4.2 shows they are canonically isomorphic to CðL1  L2Þ: &
4.2. The Cuntz–Krieger uniqueness theorem
Theorem 4.5. Let ðL; dÞ be a finitely aligned k-graph, and suppose that
for each vAL0 there exists xAvLpN such that
l; mALv and lam imply lxamx: ðBÞ
Suppose that p is a homomorphism of CðLÞ such that pðsvÞa0 for all vAL0: Then p is
injective.
Corollary 4.6. (The Cuntz–Krieger uniqueness theorem). Let ðL; dÞ be a finitely
aligned k-graph which satisfies (B). There exists a Cuntz–Krieger L-family ftl : lALg
such that tva0 for all vAL0: Furthermore, any two such families generate canonically
isomorphic C-algebras.
Proof. The existence of a nonzero Cuntz–Krieger L-family follows from Proposition
2.12. The last statement of the corollary follows from Theorem 4.5. &
The rest of this section is devoted to proving Theorem 4.5. For the remainder
of this section, let ðL; dÞ and p be as in Theorem 4.5 and ﬁx a ﬁnite set ECL
and a linear combination a ¼Pl;mAE al;mslsmACðLÞ: Notice that FðaÞ ¼P
l;mAE;dðlÞ¼dðmÞ al;msls

m: Since a is arbitrary in a dense subset of C
ðLÞ; if we
show that
jjpðFðaÞÞjjpjjpðaÞjj;
then Theorem 4.5 will follow from Proposition 4.1.
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For nANk; deﬁne Fn to be the C-subalgebra of CðLÞg;
Fn :¼ spanfslsm : l; mALpn; dðlÞ ¼ dðmÞg
D
M
vAL0; mpn
Kðc2ðvLpn-LmÞÞ;
where the isomorphism follows from Lemma 2.7(ii).
Proposition 4.7. There exists NEANk and a projection PE such that b/PEb is an
isomorphism of MsPE into FNE :
Proof. Recalling Notation 3.12 and Deﬁnition 3.14, let
NE :¼
_
fdðlxlÞ : lAPE; TðlÞ nonexhaustiveg:
Whenever TPEðn; vÞ is nonexhaustive, dðxPEðn; vÞÞpNE  n; so let nPEðn; vÞA
LpNEn be an extension of xPEðn; vÞ: That is, for lAPE; nl :¼ nPEðdðlÞ; sðlÞÞ
belongs to LpNEdðlÞ and nlð0; dðxlÞÞ ¼ xl:
Let
PE :¼
X
lAPE
TðlÞ nonexh:
slnls

lnl
:
For all lAPE with TðlÞ nonexhaustive,
slnls

lnl
pslxlslxlpQðsÞ
PE
l
by Lemma 3.16. Since all the QðtÞPEl are mutually orthogonal by Proposition 3.5, it
follows that the slxls

lxl
are mutually orthogonal, as are the slnls

lnl
: Hence, for all
lAPE with TðlÞ nonexhaustive,
PEslxls

lxl
¼ slnlslnl : ð4:2Þ
If l; mAPE with dðlÞ ¼ dðmÞ; sðlÞ ¼ sðmÞ and TðlÞ nonexhaustive, then
PEYðsÞPEl;m ¼PE
X
sAPE
TðsÞ nonexh:
ssxss

sxs
0
BB@
1
CCAYðsÞPEl;m by ð4:2Þ
¼PEslxlsmxl by Lemma 3:16
¼ slnlsmnl by ð4:2Þ: ð4:3Þ
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Lemma 3.6 of [13] says that if lALpn and mALpm then lmALpnþm: Hence for all
lAPE such that TðlÞ is nonexhaustive, lnlALpNE : It follows from Proposition 3.13
that b/PEb sends nonzero matrix units in M
s
PE to nonzero matrix units in FNE ;
proving that b/PEb is an isomorphism. &
For vAsðfnl : lAPE; TðlÞ nonexhaustivegÞ; deﬁne
Pv :¼
X
lAPE;TðlÞ nonexh:
sðnlÞ¼v
slnls

lnl
;
so PE ¼
P
vAsðfnl:lAPE;TðlÞ nonexh:gÞPv: In particular Pv ¼ PvPE ; so Eq. (4.3) gives
PvYðsÞPEl;m ¼ PvPEYðsÞPEl;m ¼ Pvslnlsmnl ¼ dv;sðnlÞslnlsmnl :
for all l; mAPE with dðlÞ ¼ dðmÞ; sðlÞ ¼ sðmÞ; and TðlÞ ¼ TðmÞ nonexhaustive.
Hence
YðsÞPEl;m Pv ¼ ðPvYðsÞPEm;l Þ ¼ ðdv;sðnmÞsmnmslnmÞ

¼ dv;sðnlÞslnlsmnl ¼ PvYðsÞ
PE
l;m ;
so each Pv is in the commutant of M
s
PE : It follows that there exists a vertex v0
such that
jjPv0FðaÞjj ¼ jjPEFðaÞjj ¼ jjFðaÞjj ð4:4Þ
where the second equality follows from Proposition 4.7.
Lemma 4.8. Let l; mAPE; suppose that TðlÞ is not exhaustive, and suppose that
lemL: Then Lminðlnl; mÞ ¼ |:
Proof. Suppose for contradiction that ðZ; zÞALminðlnl; mÞ: Then Z ¼ sðnlÞ and lnl ¼
mz because lnlALpNE and NEXdðmÞ by deﬁnition. But then with
a :¼ nlð0; ðdðlÞ3dðmÞÞ  dðlÞÞ and b :¼ zð0; ðdðlÞ3dðmÞÞ  dðmÞÞ;
we have ða; bÞALminðl; mÞ; and lamm0; so dðaÞ40; hence aATðlÞ: Furthermore,
Lminða; nlÞa| by deﬁnition of a; and hence Lminðxl; aÞa|; which contradicts the
deﬁnition of xl: &
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Corollary 4.9. If l; m; sAPE and TðsÞ is nonexhaustive, then
ssnss

snssls

m ¼
ssnss

ml0ns
if s ¼ ll0
0 otherwise:
(
Proof. The corollary follows from a straightforward calculation using Lemma 4.8
and Deﬁnition 2.5(iii). &
Lemma 4.10. We have
(1) Pv0aAspanfsll0nll0 sml0nll0 : l; mAE; ll
0APE; Tðll0Þ nonexhaustive, sðnll0 Þ ¼ v0g;
and
(2) FðPv0aÞ ¼ Pv0FðaÞ:
In particular,
Pv0FðaÞAspanfslnlsmnl : l; mAPE; dðlÞ ¼ dðmÞ; sðlÞ ¼ sðmÞ; TðlÞ nonexhaustiveg:
Proof. First we use Corollary 4.9 to calculate
Pv0a ¼
X
l;mAE
al;m
X
ll0APE;Tðll0Þ nonexh:
sðnll0 Þ¼v0
sll0nll0 s

ml0nll0
0
BBB@
1
CCCA; ð4:5Þ
which proves (1). Furthermore, applying F to (4.5), we have
FðPv0aÞ ¼
X
l;mAE
al;m
X
ll0APE;Tðll0Þ nonexh:
dðll0nll0 Þ¼dðml0nll0 Þ
sðnll0 Þ¼v0
sll0nll0 s

ml0nll0
0
BBBBB@
1
CCCCCA
¼
X
l;mAE
dðlÞ¼dðmÞ
al;m
X
ll0APE;Tðll0Þ nonexh:
sðnll0 Þ¼v0
sll0nll0 s

ml0nll0
0
BBB@
1
CCCA
¼Pv0FðaÞ:
The last statement of the lemma follows from (1) and (2) together with
Remark 3.4(ii). &
We now modify the proof of [13, Theorem 4.3] to obtain a norm-decreasing map
Q which will take pðPv0aÞ into pðCðLÞgÞ:
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Lemma 4.11. There exists a norm-decreasing map Q : pðCðLÞÞ-pðCðLÞgÞ such that
jjQðpðFðPv0aÞÞÞjj ¼ jjpðFðPv0aÞÞjj and QðpðFðPv0aÞÞÞ ¼ QðpðPv0aÞÞ:
Proof. We follow the latter part of the proof of [13, Theorem 4.3] quite closely.
Since L satisﬁes (B), there exists xAv0LpN such that lam and l; mALv0 imply
lxamx: Hence, for each lam in Lv0; there exists Ml;mANk such that
ðlxÞð0; mÞaðmxÞð0; mÞ whenever mXMl;m; assume without loss of generality that
Ml;mXdðlÞ3dðmÞ: Let
H :¼ fðll0nll0 ; ml0nll0 Þ : l; m; ll0APE; Tðll0Þ nonexhaustive; sðnll0 Þ ¼ v0g:
By Lemma 4.10(1), Pv0aAspanfssst : ðs; tÞAHg: Let
T :¼ frALpNE : r ¼ s or r ¼ t for some ðs; tÞAHg:
Deﬁne
M :¼
_
fMr;t : rAT ; ðs; tÞAH for some s; and ratg þ nx:
The idea is that M is ‘‘far enough out’’ along x to distinguish any pair of paths in H:
By deﬁnition of M we have
ðtxÞð0; MÞaðrxÞð0; MÞ ð4:6Þ
when t is the second coordinate of an element of H; r belongs to T ; and tar: Write
xM for xð0; MÞ:
For npNE we set
Qn :¼
X
rAT ; dðrÞ¼n
pðsrxM srxM Þ
and we deﬁne Q : pðCðLÞÞ-pðCðLÞÞ by
QðbÞ :¼
X
npNE
QnbQn:
As in [13], Q is norm-decreasing because the Qn are mutually orthogonal projections.
Also as in [13], jjQðpðFðPv0aÞÞÞjj ¼ jjpðFðPv0aÞÞjj because Q maps the nonzero
matrix units in pðPv0MsPEÞ to nonzero matrix units in pðFNEþMÞ (see the proof of
[13, Theorem 4.3] for details).
To establish that QðpðPv0aÞÞ ¼ QðpðFðPv0aÞÞÞ; let ðs; tÞAH with dðsÞadðtÞ: As in
the proof of [13, Theorem 4.3], QðpðssstÞÞ is nonzero only if there exist rAT-LdðsÞ
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and a; b such that
ðtxMaÞð0; MÞ ¼ ðrxMbÞð0; MÞ: ð4:7Þ
We claim that ðtxMaÞð0; MÞ ¼ ðtxMÞð0; MÞ for all aAsðxMÞL: suppose otherwise for
contradiction. Then there exists i such that dðaÞi40 and dðtxMÞioMi so
dðxMÞioðM  dðtÞÞi: But sððtxMÞð0; MÞÞ ¼ sðxMð0; M  dðtÞÞÞ; and since
MXdðtÞ þ nx; we have M  dðtÞXnx: It follows that Lei ðxðM  dðtÞÞÞ ¼ | by
(2.1). The factorisation property now gives sðxMÞLei ¼ |; contradicting dðaÞi40:
The same argument gives ðrxMbÞð0; MÞ ¼ ðrxMÞð0; MÞ for all b: So (4.7) is
equivalent to ðtxMÞð0; MÞ ¼ ðrxMÞð0; MÞ which is impossible by (4.6). Hence
QðpðssstÞÞ ¼ 0 as required. &
Proof of Theorem 4.5. By (4.4), we have jjFðaÞjj ¼ jjPv0FðaÞjj; and Lemma 4.10
gives
Pv0FðaÞA spanfslnlsmnl : l; mAPE; dðlÞ ¼ dðmÞ; sðlÞ ¼ sðmÞ; TðlÞ nonexhaustiveg:
Since p is injective on the core by Theorem 3.1, we therefore have
jjpðFðaÞÞjj ¼ jjFðaÞjj ¼ jjPv0FðaÞjj ¼ jjpðPv0FðaÞÞjj: ð4:8Þ
Using (4.8), Lemma 4.10(2), and Lemma 4.11, we therefore have
jjpðFðaÞÞjj ¼ jjpðPv0FðaÞÞjj ¼ jjpðFðPv0aÞÞjj
¼ jjQðpðFðPv0aÞÞÞjj ¼ jjQðpðPv0aÞÞjj
p jjpðPv0ÞpðaÞjjpjjpðaÞjj:
The result then follows from Proposition 4.1. &
Appendix A. The Cuntz–Krieger relations
The objective of the Cuntz–Krieger relations is to associate to each ﬁnitely aligned
k-graph L a universal C-algebra CðLÞ generated by partial isometries fsl : lALg
which has the following properties:
(a) The partial isometries sl are all nonzero.
(b) Connectivity in L is modelled by multiplication in CðLÞ:
(c) CðLÞ is spanned by the elements fslsm : l; mALg:
(d) The core subalgebra spanfslsm : l; mAL; dðlÞ ¼ dðmÞg is AF.
(e) A representation p of CðLÞ is faithful on the core if and only if pðsvÞa0 for
every vertex v:
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Relations (i) and (ii) of Deﬁnition 2.5 address property (b). Deﬁnition 2.5(iii)
ensures that property (c) is satisﬁed. Deﬁnition 2.5(iii) has not appeared
explicitly in previous analyses of Cuntz–Krieger algebras, but it has always
been a consequence of the Cuntz–Krieger relations (see, for example,
[13, Proposition 3.5]). Proposition 6.4 of [12] indicates why we have to impose
Deﬁnition 2.5(iii) explicitly to deal with k-graphs that are not row-ﬁnite. The
analysis of Section 3 shows that relations (i)–(iii) of Deﬁnition 2.5 also guarantee
property (d).
We must now produce a fourth Cuntz–Krieger relation which guarantees that
CðLÞ satisﬁes (a) and (e); in the following discussion, therefore, we assume that
Deﬁnition 2.5(i)–(iii) hold. We describe examples of k-graphs using their 1-skeletons
as in [13, Section 2].
The analyses of [6,13] suggest that a suitable relation might be
tv ¼
X
lAvLpn
tlt

l whenever vL
pn is finite: ðA:1Þ
However, this relation fails to guarantee (a), even for row-ﬁnite k-graphs, as can be
seen from the following example.
Example A.1. Consider the row-ﬁnite 2-graph L1 with 1-skeleton
where dðl1Þ ¼ ð1; 0Þ and dðm1Þ ¼ ð0; 1Þ: The range projections sl1sl1 and sm1sm1 are
orthogonal by (A.1) for n ¼ ð1; 1Þ; but must both be equal to sv1 by (A.1) with
n ¼ ð0; 1Þ and n ¼ ð1; 0Þ: Consequently sv1 ¼ 0; so (A.1) falls to ensure condition (a)
for CðL1Þ:
For the row-finite k-graphs of [13] (vLei is always ﬁnite), we avoided
the problem illustrated by this example by assuming that our k-graphs ðL; dÞ
were locally convex: the k-graph ðL; dÞ is locally convex if for all
vAL0; iaj; lAvLei and mAvLej ; both sðlÞLej and sðmÞLei are nonempty
[13, Deﬁnition 3.9].
For locally convex row-ﬁnite k-graphs, the Cuntz–Krieger relations
used in [13] are equivalent to Deﬁnition 2.5(i)–(iii) and (A.2). It is shown
in [13, Theorem 3.15] that these relations imply (a), and the discussion of
[13, page 109] shows that they imply (e). However, Example A.2 demonstrates that
for non-row-ﬁnite k-graphs, local convexity is not enough to ensure that (A.1)
implies (e).
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Example A.2. Consider the locally convex ﬁnitely aligned 2-graph L2 with 1-skeleton
where solid edges have degree (1,0) and dashed edges have degree (0,1). Relation
(A.1) does not impose any equalities at v2 because v2Lpn2 is inﬁnite for all na0: The
Cuntz–Krieger family fSl : lAL2g provided by the boundary-path representation
satisﬁes Sv2  ðSl2Sl2 þ Sm2Sm2Þ ¼ 0: However, for any nontrivial projection P;
taking Tv2 :¼ Sv2"P and Ts ¼ Ss"0 for sAL2\fv2g gives a Cuntz–Krieger L2-
family satisfying Deﬁnition 2.5(i)–(iii) and (A.1) in which Tv2  ðTl2Tl2 þ
Tm2T

m2
Þa0: In particular, fSl : lAL2g satisﬁes Deﬁnition 2.5(i)–(iii) and (A.1), but
the representation determined by fSl : lAL2g is not faithful on the core, even
though Sva0 for all vAL02:
The key property of L2 which causes the problems with relation (A.1) is that
there exists a ﬁnite subset of v2L2 (namely fl2; m2g) whose range projections
together dominate all the range projections associated to paths in v2L2\fvg;
but no such subset of the form v2Lpn2 : For a ﬁnitely aligned k-graph L and
vAL0; we can use Deﬁnition 2.5(iii) to characterise the ﬁnite subsets of vL
whose range projections together dominate all the range projections associated to
nontrivial paths with range v: they are precisely the ﬁnite exhaustive sets of
Deﬁnition 2.4.
Example A.2 therefore suggests that Cuntz–Krieger relation (iv) should be
tv ¼
X
lAE
tlt

l for every vAL
0 and finite exhaustive ECvL\fvg: ðA:2Þ
Example (Example A.1 continued). The only ﬁnite exhaustive subset of v1L1 which
does not contain v1 is the set fl1; m1g: In particular, (A.2) does not insist that either
tl1t

l1
or tm1 t

m1
is equal to tv1 ; and so replacing (A.1) with (A.2) eliminates the
pathology associated to the non-local-convexity of L1:
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The only problem with (A.2) is that it is predicated on the notion that the range
projections associated to paths in a ﬁnite exhaustive subset of vL\fvg are mutually
orthogonal. The following example shows that this is not true.
Example A.3. Consider the locally convex 2-graph L3 with 1-skeleton
where solid edges have degree (1,0) and dashed edges have degree (0,1).
As in Example A.2, the fourth Cuntz–Krieger relation must insist that the
range projections associated to l3 and m3 together ﬁll up tv3 ; or else (e) will
fail because fl3; m3g is ﬁnite and exhaustive. However, the range projections
tl3t

l3
and tm3t

m3
are not orthogonal: by Lemma 2.7(i), tl3 t

l3
tm3t

m3
¼ tl3a3tl3a3 :
Indeed there is no ﬁnite exhaustive subset of vL whose range projections are
orthogonal.
The solution to the problem illustrated in Example A.3 is to use products rather
than sums to express the fourth Cuntz–Krieger relation.
Example (Example A.3 continued). Lemma 2.7(i) says that in any family satisfying
Deﬁnition 2.5(i)–(iii), the projections tl3t

l3
and tm3t

m3
commute. Consequently, it
makes sense to express the requirement that the range projections associated to l3
and m3 ﬁll up tv3 with the formula
ðtv3  tl3tl3Þðtv3  tm3tm3Þ ¼ 0: ðA:3Þ
Relation (iv) of Deﬁnition 2.5, namely
Y
lAE
ðtv  tltlÞ ¼ 0 for every vAL0 and finite exhaustive ECvL ðA:4Þ
is the generalisation of (A.3) to arbitrary ﬁnite exhaustive sets in an arbitrary ﬁnitely
aligned k-graph. Note that (A.4) reduces to (A.2) when the range projections
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associated to paths in E are mutually orthogonal (as in L2). Proposition 2.12
together with Theorem 3.1 show that (A.4) ensures (a) and (e).
Appendix B. 1-Graphs and locally convex row-ﬁnite k-graphs
Recall from [13] that a k-graph ðL; dÞ is row-finite if vLei is ﬁnite for all
iAf1;y; kg and vAL0: Recall also from [13] that ðL; dÞ is locally convex if lAvLei
and vLeja| for iaj implies sðlÞLeja|:
Proposition B.1. For 1-graphs, the Cuntz–Krieger families of Definition 2.5 coincide
with those of [6]. For locally convex row-finite k-graphs, the Cuntz–Krieger families of
Definition 2.5 coincide with those of [13].
We prove Proposition B.1 with three lemmas.
Lemma B.2. Let ðL; dÞ be a k-graph. If k41; suppose that L is locally convex and
row-finite. Let ftl : lALg be a Cuntz–Krieger L-family. Then ftl : lALg is a Cuntz–
Krieger L-family in the sense of [6] if k ¼ 1; and is a Cuntz–Krieger L-family in the
sense of [13] if k41:
Proof. By Lemma 2.7(iii), we know that tvX
P
lAE tlt

l whenever ECvL
ei is ﬁnite. By
[13, Proportion 3.11], it sufﬁces to show that for every vAL0 and 1pipk such that
0ojvLei joN; we have
tv ¼
X
lAvLei
tlt

l:
By Deﬁnition 2.5(iv), we need only show that vLei is exhaustive whenever
0ojvLei joN: This is trivial for k ¼ 1: every path with range v is either equal to
v; in which case it is extended by every path in vLe1 ; or has an initial segment of
length 1, and hence must extend an edge in Le1 : Now suppose k41 and L is locally
convex and row-ﬁnite, ﬁx v; i with vLeia|; and let lAvL: We must show that there
exists mAvLei such that Lminðl; mÞa|: If l ¼ v; then Lminðl; mÞ ¼ fðm; sðmÞÞg for all
mAvLei : If dðlÞXei; then with m ¼ lð0; eiÞAvLei ; we have Lminðl; mÞ ¼
fðsðlÞ; lðei; dðlÞÞÞga|: Finally, if lav and dðlÞi ¼ 0; then since vLei is non-
empty, jdðlÞj applications of the local convexity condition show that there exists
aAsðlÞLei : With m :¼ ðlaÞð0; eiÞ and b :¼ ðlaÞðei; dðlaÞÞ we have mAvLei and
ða; bÞALminðl; mÞ: &
Lemma B.3. Let L be a 1-graph and suppose that ftl : lALg is a Cuntz–Krieger L-
family in the sense of [6]. Then ftl : lALg satisfies (iv) of Definition 2.5.
Proof. Let vAL0 and let E be a ﬁnite exhaustive subset of vL: We proceed by
induction on LðEÞ :¼ jfiAN : E-Lia |gj: For a basis case, suppose that LðEÞ ¼ 1;
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so ECLi for some i: Then flð0; jÞ : lAEg ¼ vL j for 1pjpi; and then i applications
of [6, Eq. (1.3)] give Y
lAE
ðsv  slslÞ ¼ sv 
X
lAE
sls

l ¼ 0:
Now ﬁx lX1 and suppose that Deﬁnition 2.5(iv) holds whenever LðEÞpl; and
suppose that LðEÞ ¼ l þ 1: Let I :¼ maxfi : E-Lia|g: Since LðEÞX2; flAE :
dðlÞoIg is nonempty, so let J :¼ maxf joI : E-Lja|g: Fix lAE with dðlÞ ¼ I :
Since E is exhaustive, we have either lð0; jÞAE for some jpJ or flð0; JÞn :
nAsðlð0; JÞÞLIJgCE: If lð0; jÞAE for some jpJ; then tv  tltlXtv  tlð0; jÞtlð0; jÞ;
and E0 :¼ E\flg is exhaustive with QmAE0 ðsv  smsmÞ ¼QmAE ðsv  smsmÞ: On the
other hand, if flð0; JÞn : nAsðlð0; JÞÞLIJgCE; then
E0 :¼ ðE\flð0; JÞn : nAsðlð0; JÞÞLIJgÞ,flð0; JÞg
is also exhaustive, and
Q
mAE0 ðsv  smsmÞ ¼
Q
mAE ðsv  smsmÞ: Repeating this process
for each lAE-LI ; we obtain a ﬁnite exhaustive E00AvL which satisﬁes
(1) fiAN : E00-Lia|g ¼ fiAN : E-Lia|g\fIg; so LðE00Þ ¼ LðEÞ  1 ¼ l; and
(2)
Q
mAE00 ðsv  smsmÞ ¼
Q
mAE ðsv  smsmÞ:
The result now follows from the inductive hypothesis applied to E 00: &
Lemma B.4. Let ðL; dÞ be a locally convex row-finite k-graph and let ftl : lALg be a
Cuntz–Krieger L-family in the sense of [13, Definition 3.3]. Then ftl : lALg satisfies
(iv) of Definition 2.5.
Proof. Let vAL0; let E be a ﬁnite exhaustive subset of vL; and let N :¼ WlAE dðlÞ:
Now let E0 :¼ fln : lAE; nAsðlÞLpNdðlÞg: By [13, Lemma 3.6], and since E is
exhaustive, we have E0 ¼ vLpN : Hence relation (4) of [13, Deﬁnition 3.3] ensures
that sv ¼
P
mAE0 sms

m; soY
lAE
ðsv  slslÞp
Y
mAE0
ðsv  smsmÞ ¼ sv 
X
mAvLpN
sms

m ¼ 0: &
Proof of Proposition B.1. Lemma B.2 shows that the Cuntz–Krieger families of
Deﬁnition 2.5 give Cuntz–Krieger families as deﬁned in [6,13]. Relations (i) and (ii)
of Deﬁnition 2.5 are obviously satisﬁed by the Cuntz–Krieger families of both [6,13].
In a 1-graph, Lminðl; mÞ equals fðl0; sðmÞÞg if m ¼ ll0; fðsðlÞ; m0Þg if l ¼ mm0; and |
otherwise. It follows that relation (iii) of Deﬁnition 2.5 is satisﬁed by the Cuntz–
Krieger families of [6]. Proposition 3.5 of [13] shows that for locally convex row-
ﬁnite k-graphs, Relation (iii) of Deﬁnition 2.5 is satisﬁed by the Cuntz–Krieger
families of [13]. The result now follows from Lemmas B.3 and B.4. &
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Appendix C. Checking the relations in terms of generators
Theorem C.1. Let ðL; dÞ be a finitely aligned k-graph. Let
tl : lA
[k
i¼1
Lei
 !
,L0
( )
be a family of partial isometries in a C-algebra. Then there is at most one Cuntz–
Krieger L-family ft0l : lALg such that t0l ¼ tl for all lAð
Sk
i¼1 L
ei Þ,L0: Furthermore,
such a Cuntz–Krieger L-family exists if and only if
(i) ftv : vAL0g is a collection of mutually orthogonal projections.
(ii) tlta ¼ tmtb when l; m; a; bAð
Sk
i¼1 L
ei Þ,L0 satisfy la ¼ mb:
(iii) tltm ¼
P
ða;bÞALminðl;mÞ tat

b for all l; mA
Sk
i¼1 L
ei :
(iv) for every vAL0 and every finite exhaustive EC
Sk
i¼1 vL
ei ;
Y
lAE
ðtv  tltlÞ ¼ 0:
Before proving Theorem C.1, we establish a number of preliminary results.
Lemma C.2. Let ðL; dÞ be a finitely aligned k-graph. Suppose that ftl : lALg is a
collection of partial isometries satisfying Definition 2.5(i) and (ii). Then ftl : lALg
satisfies Definition 2.5(iii) if and only if
tltm ¼
X
ða;bÞALminðl;mÞ
tat

b for all l; mA
[k
i¼1
Lei : ðC:1Þ
Proof. Since (C.1) is a special case of Deﬁnition 2.5(iii), we need only show the ‘‘if ’’
direction. This in turn will follow from [12, Lemma 9.2] if we can show that
Deﬁnition 2.5(i) and (ii) together with (C.1) imply relations (3) and (4) of [12,
Deﬁnition 7.1], namely that
tltl ¼ tsðlÞ for all lAL; and ðC:2Þ
tvX
X
lAF
tlt

l whenever FCL
nv is finite: ðC:3Þ
An inductive argument on the length of l establishes (C.2). With this in hand, (C.3)
then follows from (C.1) together with Deﬁnition 2.5(ii) as in Lemma 2.7(iii). &
Proposition C.3. Let ðL; dÞ be a finitely aligned k-graph. A family
ftl : lALg of partial isometries satisfying Definition 2.5(i)–(iii) is a Cuntz–Krieger
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L-family if and only if for every vAL0 and every finite exhaustive subset
EC
Sk
i¼1 vL
ei ;
Y
lAE
ðtv  tltlÞ ¼ 0: ðC:4Þ
Notation C.4. In this section, we make use of the following notation:
* Given a set ECL; deﬁne IðEÞ :¼ Ski¼1 flð0; eiÞ : lAE; dðlÞi40g:
* Given ECL and mAL; let Extðm; EÞ :¼ SlAE fa : ða; bÞALminðm; lÞg:
* Given ECL; let LðEÞ :¼Pki¼1 maxlAE dðlÞi:
Lemma C.5. Let ðL; dÞ be a finitely aligned k-graph and let vAL0: Suppose ECvL is
finite and exhaustive, and let mAvL: Then Extðm; EÞ is a finite exhaustive subset of
sðmÞL:
Proof. Since E is ﬁnite and L is ﬁnitely aligned we know that Extðm; EÞ is ﬁnite, so
we need only check that Extðm; EÞ is exhaustive. Let sAsðmÞL: Since E is exhaustive,
there exists lAE with Lminðl; msÞa|; say ða; bÞALminðl; msÞ: So la ¼ msb; and
hence
ðað0; ðdðlÞ3dðmÞÞ  dðlÞÞ; ðsbÞð0; ðdðlÞ3dðmÞÞ  dðmÞÞÞALminðl; mÞ:
Hence t :¼ ðsbÞð0; ðdðlÞ3dðmÞÞ  dðmÞÞ belongs to Extðm; EÞ; and then
ððsbÞðdðsÞ; dðsÞ3dðtÞÞ; ðsbÞðdðtÞ; dðsÞ3dðtÞÞÞALminðs; tÞ: &
Lemma C.6. Let ðL; dÞ be a finitely aligned k-graph, let vAL0; and
suppose that ECvL\fvg is finite and exhaustive. Then IðEÞ is also finite and
exhaustive.
Proof. We have IðEÞ is ﬁnite because E is ﬁnite, so we just need to show
that IðEÞ is exhaustive. Let mAvL: Since E is exhaustive, there exists lAE
such that Lminðl; mÞa|; say ða; bÞALminðl; mÞ: Since lAE; we have dðlÞa0;
so ﬁx i such that dðlÞia0; then lð0; eiÞAIðEÞ: Let r :¼ ðlaÞð0; dðmÞ3eiÞ;
let Z :¼ rðei; dðrÞÞ; and let z :¼ rðdðmÞ; dðrÞÞ: Then lð0; eiÞZ ¼ r ¼ mz; so
ðZ; zÞALminðlð0; eiÞ; mÞ: Since mAvL was arbitrary, it follows that IðEÞ is
exhaustive. &
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Lemma C.7. Let ðL; dÞ be a finitely aligned k-graph, and let ftl : lALg be a family of
partial isometries satisfying Definition 2.5(i)–(iii). Let vAL0; let lAvL and suppose
that ECsðlÞL is finite and satisfies QnAE ðtsðlÞ  tntnÞ ¼ 0: Then
tv  tltl ¼
Y
nAE
ðtv  tlntlnÞ:
Proof. Since tlmt

lmptltl for all mAsðlÞL; we have
ðtv  tltlÞðtv  tlntlnÞ ¼ tv  tltl
for all nAE: It follows that
ðtv  tltlÞ
Y
nAE
ðtv  tlntlnÞ ¼ tv  tltl: ðC:5Þ
On the other hand,
ðtv  tltlÞ
Y
nAE
ðtv  tlntlnÞ
 !
¼ tv
Y
nAE
ðtv  tlntlnÞ
 !
 tltl
Y
nAE
ðtv  tlntlnÞ
 !
¼
Y
nAE
ðtv  tlntlnÞ
 !

Y
nAE
ðtltl  tlntlnÞ
 !
¼
Y
nAE
ðtv  tlntlnÞ
 !
 tl
Y
nAE
ðtsðlÞ  tntnÞ
 !
tl
¼
Y
nAE
ðtv  tlntlnÞ
because
Q
nAE ðtsðlÞ  tntnÞ ¼ 0 by hypothesis. &
Lemma C.8. Let ðL; dÞ be a finitely aligned k-graph. Let vAL0 and suppose ECvL is
finite. Suppose lAIðEÞ: Then LðExtðl; EÞÞoLðEÞ:
Proof. Since lAIðEÞ; we have dðlÞ ¼ ei and ll0AE for some i; l0: For jAf1;y; kg;
we have
max
nAExtðl;EÞ
dðnÞj ¼ max
mAE;Lminðl;mÞa|
ððdðlÞ3dðmÞÞ  eiÞj: ðC:6Þ
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If iaj; then (C.6) becomes
max
nAExtðl;EÞ
dðnÞj ¼ max
mAE;Lminðl;mÞa|
dðmÞjpmaxmAE dðmÞj:
On the other hand, if i ¼ j; then we use (C.6) to calculate
max
nAExtðl;EÞ
dðnÞj ¼ max
mAE;Lminðl;mÞa|
ððdðlÞ3dðmÞÞ  eiÞi
p max
mAE
ððdðlÞ3dðmÞÞ  eiÞi
¼ max
mAE
dðmÞi
 
 1
since ll0AE so there exist mAE with dðmÞiX1:
We therefore have
LðExtðl; EÞÞ ¼
Xk
j¼1
max
nAExtðl;EÞ
dðnÞj
p
X
jAf1;y;kg\fig
max
mAE
dðmÞj
0
@
1
Aþ max
mAE
dðmÞi
 
 1
o
Xk
j¼1
max
mAE
dðmÞj
¼LðEÞ: &
Proof of Proposition C.3. We must show that for every vAL0 and every ﬁnite
exhaustive FCvL; we have Y
mAF
ðtv  tmtmÞ ¼ 0: ðC:7Þ
We proceed by induction on LðFÞ: If LðFÞ ¼ 1; then FCSki¼1 vLei ; and (C.7) is an
instance of (C.4).
Now suppose that (C.7) holds whenever LðFÞpn; and ﬁx vAL0 and FCvL ﬁnite
exhaustive with LðFÞ ¼ n þ 1: If vAF ; there is nothing to prove, so assume without
loss of generality that veF : Then IðFÞ is ﬁnite and exhaustive by Lemma C.6. Fix
lAIðFÞ: By Lemma C.5, we know that Extðl; FÞ is ﬁnite and exhaustive. By Lemma
C.8, we know that LðExtðl; FÞÞpn; so the inductive hypothesis ensures thatQ
nAExtðl;FÞðtsðlÞ  tntnÞ ¼ 0: It then follows from Lemma C.7 thatY
nAExtðl;FÞ
ðtv  tlntlnÞ ¼ tv  tltl: ðC:8Þ
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For each nAExtðl; FÞ; there exists mAF with ln ¼ mm0; so tlntlnptmtm; and henceY
nAExtðl;FÞ
ðtv  tlntlnÞX
Y
mAF
ðtv  tmtmÞ: ðC:9Þ
We can therefore calculate
Y
mAF
ðtv  tmtmÞp
Y
lAIðFÞ
Y
nAExtðl;FÞ
ðtv  tlntlnÞ
0
@
1
A by ðC:9Þ
¼
Y
lAIðFÞ
ðtv  tltlÞ by ðC:8Þ
¼ 0 by ðC:4Þ: &
Proof of Theorem C.1. The factorisation property and Deﬁnition 2.5(ii) show that
any Cuntz–Krieger L-family ft0l : lALg satisfying t0l ¼ tl for all lAð
Sk
i¼1 L
eiÞ,L0
must satisfy
t0l ¼ tl1tl2?tljdðlÞj ðC:10Þ
for each lAL and each factorisation l ¼ l1?ljdðlÞj where the li belong to
ðSki¼1 LeiÞ,L0: This proves that there is at most one such Cuntz–Krieger L-family.
Suppose that such a Cuntz–Krieger L-family ft0l : lALg exists. Then conditions
(i)–(iv) of Theorem C.1 are immediate consequences of the Cuntz–Krieger relations.
Now suppose that ftl : lAð
Sk
i¼1 L
eiÞ,L0g satisfy (i)–(iv) of Theorem C.1. An
inductive argument using condition (ii) of Theorem C.1 shows that (C.10) gives a
well-deﬁned family of partial isometries ft0l : lALg:
We have that ft0l : lALg satisﬁes Deﬁnition 2.5(i) because this is precisely
condition (i) of Theorem C.1. Eq. (C.10) and the factorisation property for L ensure
that ft0l : lALg satisﬁes Deﬁnition 2.5(ii). Condition (iii) of Theorem C.1 and
Lemma C.2 then imply that ft0l : lALg satisﬁes Deﬁnition 2.5(iii). We can now use
Proposition C.3 and condition (iv) of Theorem C.1 to show that ft0l : lALg satisﬁes
Deﬁnition 2.5(iv). &
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